In summary, a central role of the human parietal cortex in symbolic number processing is evident. But juggling with number symbols is only one special case of numeri- formation. They performed three different experiments to examine whether numerositiy activates the parietal Symbolic counting and reckoning is a cultural achievelobe more than nonnumerical changes (color or shape) ment that coincided with or even caused progress in or task difficulty. Region of interest (ROI) analyses rehuman civilization. The eminent importance of arithmevealed that the IPS responded less strongly for numerotic in human culture captured the interests of neuroscisity than for closely matched color during the discriminaentist early on. Could the brain host a dedicated neural tion tasks, showed no fMRI-adaptation for numerosity, circuitry that is specialized to process numbers? And if and responded more strongly to task difficulty per se. so, where would it be localized? Shuman and Kanwisher's answer based on the negative Neuropsychological studies in patients suffering from results in all three tests is as simple as it is provocative: brain lesions historically provided the first evidence that the parietal lobe is not specifically involved in representcertain counting and calculation processes may be loing nonsymbolic numerosity. As the authors note, their cated in specific regions of the brain. Besides the frontal findings pose "a serious challenge to the hypothesis lobe, the parietal lobe of the human cortex soon became that a single, domain-specific parietal region underlies a prime candidate for numerical competence. Patients both symbolic and nonsymbolic number represenwith parietal lesions exhibited striking and often specific tation." deficits in one or several counting and calculation tasks.
be engaged in several tasks, forming adjustable neural ensembles according to different requirements. This is Overall, the novel data by Piazza et al. provide strong evidence that the analog magnitude system used to particularly problematic for the most flexible neural networks guiding executive functions, as in the prefrontal detect nonsymbolic numerical information may indeed constitute the evolutionary precursor system for elecortex. Interestingly, the prefrontal cortex showed the highest proportion of selective neurons in a numerosity mentary arithmetic: the analog magnitude system is found in both human and nonhuman species, numerodiscrimination task (Nieder and Miller, 2004). Such neuronal numerical representations may not be established sity selectivity is relatively overrepresented at comparable brain regions (namely in the IPS), and both systems automatically (as seems to be the case in IPS), but they are nevertheless genuine and absolutely necessary for share fundamental tuning properties. To establish an even stronger case for a precursor system, one would the monkey's behavior. Together, certain brain regions might indeed play a crucial role in processing numerical preferably like to know whether numerical information in dot displays is also extracted automatically in the information, but their blood flow may not be significantly modulated on average for the reasons mentioned above. monkey brain (i.e., without having the monkey discriminate numerosities). Furthermore, it would be extremely This leads to the second question. If the above-mentioned neuronal scenario is true, and only some 10%-interesting to see whether numerosity is coded for both simultaneously as well as sequentially presented items 20% of all neurons recorded in a given area are task selective, one may of course argue that it is not justified in both human and monkey, ideally even across modalities.
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